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Social Business: Youth Network 

  Social business is a new form of capitalism and a new kind of 

enterprise based on the self-lessness of people. Nobel Laureate Prof. 

Muhammad Yunus, 'father of microcredit', who pioneered  this new form of 

capitalism, Social Business, says ''it is a new kind of business, dedicated to 

solving social, economic and environmental problems that have long plagued 

mankind : hunger, homelessness, diseases, pollution, ignorance. In this form 

of business, the driving objective, therefore, is serving the society, not profit making. Nevertheless, it is a 

commercial venture following the very same business principles as other kinds of businesses do, but the 

goal makes the difference.  

 To begin with Professor Yunus got himself involved in the poverty problems as an academician 

and later as an activist, finally culminating in the historic announcement of starting a bank for the poor - 

"Gramin bank", which crowned him with the title "Banker to the Poor". 

How to build a social business? 

 Professor Yunus says build it "around people". "My work 

in Bangladesh is built around the many needs of the poor. You can 

often develop a great social business idea by starting with the 

intended beneficiaries and then working backward. The goal is to 

find a product or create a service that empowers your customers. 

Try to give them something they do not just consume but that gives 

them a chance to earn, earn more or save more than they spend on your product. This can be a credit with 

which your customers can set up their own business, increasing their income and giving them a chance to 

become financially independent”. 

 Being inspired by Professor Yunus' life and work an innovative social business model for youth 

was launched in Mysore about a decade ago. A forum which engages youth studying in Schools and 

colleges in an economic program involving micro savings from their "pocket money" and harnessing the 

same in building ‘educapital’ is all about SBYN. It is a tender economic enterprise which aims at first 



making students financially literate and then realise the importance of ‘edu capital’ in real life. The model 

was formally presented in the Berlin Social Business Summit in 2015. 

A chapter of SBYN was recently 

launched at SSFGC by the students to mark the 

birthday of Professor Yunus (28/06/2019). The 

day also coincided with the 7th Social Business 

Day, held in Bangkok, Thailand. The students 

appeared highly enthusiastic about their new 

engagement in youth social business. I wish 

them very best. 

Reference: Building Social Business Network, The New Kind of Capitalism that serves Humanity's most pressing needs by 

Muhammad Yunus with Karl Weber, The University Press Ltd, 2010. 

 

 


